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Abstract

An experimental and numerical study is performedfor the ekctron-beam evapora-
tion of pure titanium horn a bottom fed vapor source. In the experiments, an electron
beam operating in the nominal range of 30-40 ~~ was used to evaporatemetal from
the top of a 3 [in] diameter rod. Variationa were made in the e-beam power, sweep
pattern, and sweepfrequency,and the total evaporation rate was measured from feed
consumption and kwer absorption. The scdid-pool interface was obtained from meta.l-
lographic cross sections of the metal rod. A two-dimensional finite element model was
developed for the melt which includes the effectof fluid flowand energy transport in the
pool and conduction in the solid. The deformationof the iiquid-vaporand solid-liquid
interfaces are tracked using a mesh whichstretches along spines parallel to the axis of
the rod. For the cases considered,high evaporative fluxes and vapor pressuresgenerate
significantdepressionsin the top surface of the pool. Predicted and measured evapo-
ration ratea are in good agreement for moderate evaporation fluxes, but discrepancies
are larger for the case involvingthe highest flux and deepest depression.
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Figure 1: Ebeam deposition of metal on fibers is an important step in the fabrication of
metal matrix compnaites.

1 Introduction

The evaporation of T] alloys is an important step in the manufacture of metal matrix com-
posites for aircraft components [1]. In a typical process, the metal alloy is deposited on

moving ceramic fibers using an electron-beam vapor source with bottom feed (see Figure 1).
Process economics benefit from high vapor utilization and throughput while meeting speci-
fications for coating thickness and composition. The characteristics of the vapor source

play an important role in achieving these goals.
For the vapor source of F]gure 1, an -beam is nsed to heat the top of a rod which is

advanced through a water-cooled crucible. Metal evaporates from the top of a pool which

is confined by the crucible and the solid rod below. The liquid metal in the pool circulates
strongly sa a result of buoyancy and thermocapillary forces. At the beam impact site, the
thrust of the departing vapor depresses the top surface of the liquid. These effects are
strongly coupled and have a strong influence on performance.

Two practical situations illustrate the importance of these effects. In order to achieve
Ilgh evaporation rates, the &beam power is concentrated to achieve high temperatures
and evaporation rates. However, if the vapor pressure is too high, the surface tension is
insufficient to stabilize the surface. Metal droplets are ejected from the pool which can
damage the fibers and coatings. Another challenge concerns the jamming of the feed rod
which is influenced by the crucible geometry and the thermal expansion of the rod.

A detailed model of e-beam evaporation would assist in the design of the e-beam,
crucible, and cooling systems. It would also help to select operating parameters such as
&beam power, sweep pattern, and sweep frequency which would potentially reduce the
number of experiments needed to optimize the process.
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Figure 2: Model for bottdb fed e-beam evaporation system.

Modeling of this e-beam evaporation system is a challenge due to the presence of moving
phase boundaries includlng the liquid-vapor interface, the solid-liquid interface and the
outer boundary of the ingot which expands. with heating. In addition, buoyancy and
thermocapiilary forces generate intense flows in the transition region between laminar and
turbulent flow.

Numerical models and methods have been developed for processes that share these same
features such ss crystal growth, weldlng, and casting systems. Many of these investigations
are discussed elsewhere [2, 3]. We briefly mention two studks in which the mesh waa
deformed to track liquid-gss and solid-liquid interfaces. %ckinger et a2. [4] employed
the finite element method to analyze Czochralski crystal growth, and Lan and Kou [5]
employed a control-volume finite difference method to model floating-zone crystal growth.

For the e-beam evaporation of cerium, Guilbaud [6]obtained reeults for a two-dimensional
trough using a finite element method. The thermal and free surface profiles were calculated
in a segregated fsshlon, and the results revealed the strong influence of a deep trench on
evaporation rates.

Westerberg et. al [3, 7] developed tw-dimensional planar and axisymmetric models
for the steady e-beam evaporation from aluminum melts. Rotating spines were employed
with a finite element method to track the horizontal position of the tri-junction and the
locations of the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces. The results revealed the strong
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interaction between fluid flow, thermal transport, and the deformation of free boundaries.
In this work we apply the same approach to the e-beam evaporation of titanium from
a bottom feed system. Model predictions for evaporation
measured from feed consumption and laser absorption.

2 Model Description

We present the important features of an -beam evaporation

rate are compared with values

model for bottom-fed titanium.
The mathematical details for a similar steady-state evaporation system are given elsewhere
[2, 3]. For the transient evaporation of metal from the top of a rod, we use a twmdimensional
axisymmetric geometry. A single species is evaporated, and the model domain is divided
into distinct vapor, liquid, and solid phase regions (see Figure 2). The vapor phase is
treated with boundary conditions at the liquid-vapor interface as described below. The
flow of liquid in the pool is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations with the Bouesinesq
approximation applied to the buoyancy term. The energy balance in the liquid phase
includes accumulation, convection, and conduction terms. The convection term is excluded
in the solid phase. Bulk material properties are treated as uniform in each of the liquid
and solid phsses, except for the buoyancy term.

A number of conditions for mass, momentum, and energy are applied at system bound-
aries. For steady-state csses, the average level of liquid in the pool is specified. The
kinematic effects of evaporation on the flow field are neglected, and the vapor-liquid inter-
face is treated ss a material boundary. This is a good assumption since evaporation rates
are generally small compared to the circulation rates in the pool.

The momentum balance at the liquid-vapor interface includes the normal force from
surface tension as well as the tangential force generated by gra&ents in surface tension
(Marangoni effect). For single species evriporation, the Marangoni effect is a surface shear
stress resulting from temperatur~induced gradients in the surface tension. This surface
stress drives liquid from the beam impact area toward cold regions on the vapor-liquid
interface. The moment urn balance also includes the thrust from the departing vapor which
is approximated as one-half of the vapor pressure. At the solid boundaries of the pool, the
no-slip conditions are applied. Finally, the shear stress vanishes at the axis of symmetry.

Conditions are specified at the two endpoints of the liquid-vapor interface. At the axis of
symmetry the interface is horizontal, and at the crucible wall the liquid height is specified.
The latter condition provides an approximate representation of the fluid level near the
crucible lip (see Figure 4). It is sssumed that when the feed rate exceeds the evaporation
rate, the liquid over flows on to the top of the crucible, and the liquid level in the cylinder of
the crucible wall does not vary. A more detailed treatment would incorporate the ovefiow
and resulting solidification.

At the beam impact site, the incident energy flux is described by a Gaussian distribu-
tion. The absorbed energy is taken to be a fixed fraction of the incident energy to account
for the formation of skip electrons. At the liquid-vapor interface, a Stefan-Boltzmann (T4)
relationship describes losses due to thermal radiation. The latent heat lose includes the
heat of vaporization and a translational contribution associated with vapor flow. The local
evaporation flux is calculated using a Langmuir expression.

Heat flow from the liquid to the crucible wall is modeled with Newton’s law of cooling
using a single heat transfer coefficient to represent contact resistance. The heat lees from
the solid material on the side of the ingot has contributions from crucible contact and
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thermal radiation to the crucible and surroundings. The heat transfer coefficient associated
with contact decresses linearly with temperature from the liquid value down to zero over
a specified temperature range. ‘

Thermal contact resistance between the ingot and pusher is also represented with a heat
transfer coefficient. In order to minimize the effort associated with remeshing, the finite
element domain is maintained at a length shorter than the metal ingot. The remaining
lower portion of the ingot is modeIed = a cooIing fin, since the temperature field is nearly
one-dimensional in this region. An effective heat transfer coefficient at the lower surface
of the finite element domain accounts for the thermaf behavior in the lower portion of the
ingot.

The field equations and boundary conditions are discretized using a Galerkin finite
element method. The mesh deforms along spines to track liquid-vapor and solid-liquid
interfaces locations. The locations of the two interfaces are solved simultaneously with
the flow and temperature fields using the Newton-Raphson method. A more complete
discussion of the equations and the solution method is given elsewhere [3].

The MELT code can be used for both steady-state and time-dependent calculations.
All results shown in this study are steady-state, but some were found by integrating from
one steady-state to another using the false-transient method [8]. In this application, the
backward Euler method was used with large time steps and error tolerances to damp strong
solution transients and progress rapidly through the parameter space to the conditions of
interest. This approach was particularly effective for traversing regions of the parameter
space for which steady-state solutions were not available using traditional steady-state
parameter continuation methods. [7, 9, 10].

3 Experimental System ‘.
An electron beam w= used to evaporate bottom-fed titanium in the Evaporation Test
Facility (ETF) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab. The ETF chamber has a side-mounted
100 [kW], *beam gun which was operated at 30 [kVJ. A beam spot is swept in circular
patterns at 1 to 4 [kHz] to form rings. A pusher mechanism advances a 7.62 [cm] (3 fin])
diameter rod through a water-cooled crucible with a vertical waJl height of 16.8 [cm].

Two video cameras provide views of the top surface of the melt pool. A high angle
camera is used to position and monitor the electron beam. The view from a low angle
camera is available to determine the pool level via an image processing scheme. For this
approach, the pool is operated at a high level with the free surface bulging above the
crucible lip. An edge detection method is used to mesxmre the elevation of the vapor-
liquid interface at a selected location. The top of the titanium rod occupies most of the
camera view, giving high resolution (0.2 [mm/pixel) and an interface elevation accurate to
+ 0.5 [mm]. The feed rate fdr the rod is adjusted to keep the pool level near a setpoint
value using a feedback control strategy involving Internal Model Control [11].

Evaporation rates are determined from feed consumption and lsser absorption messur~
ments. For the feed method, the linear advance of the rod is messured with the -beam
power, footprint, and pool level held constant. At the same time a laser beam tuned to an
atomic transition in titanium is passed through the vapor plume. Using Beer’s Law and a
model for the vapor plume, the absor~tion can be converted to a vaporization rate [12, 13].
Parameters for the model were measured in previous experiments. Critical parameters
include the vapor distribution, the vapor flow velocity, the electronic temperature and the



Table 1: Evaporation rates obtained during 5 experimental run periods.

Run Period 1 2 3 4 5
Description base high power sznall ring low freq. base
Beam Power [kW] 33.3 39.3 33.3 33.3 33.3
Sweep freq. [kHz] 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 4.0
Feed rate [kg/h] 0.973 1.637 1.295 1.054 1.044
Laser vap. rate [kg/h] 1.10 1.78 1.64 1.28 1.26
Model vap. rate [kg/h] 1.35 2.00 2.23 1.35 1.35

transition strength.

4 Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results

A series of five titanium evaporation experiments were conducted in which the total power,
ring diameter, and sweep frequency were varied, and the evaporation rate wss measured
by feed consumption ancf Iaser absorption (see Table 1). Variations from the “base case”
conditions (experiment no. 1) were made by adjusting each of the variables individually.
In each experiment, the three independent variables and the pool level were held constant
for a time interval in which nominally 2 [cm] (0.4 [kg]) of feed was consumed. At the end
of the final experiment, which again involved bsse csse conditions, the e-beam power was
abruptly shut off to ,preserve the shape o~the solid-liquid interface. It is noted that during
the course of the experiments, some metal overflowed on to the top of the crucible as a
result of operating the pool at a high level.

For the modeling of these experiments, several geometric and flow parameters must be
sp~ified. The average level of the pool above the crucible lip (0.42 [cm]) was taken from the
metallographic cross section for the last run period. The contact line was measured to be
0.375 [cm] above the crucible lip. The Marangoni effect is assigned its full value associated
with clean liquid met@. However, it is likely that contaminants reduced the temperature-
sensitivity of the surface tension and the magnitude of the Marangoni effect. In order to
resolve the strong flow and thermal convection using the meshes of this study, the viscosity
was assigned a value twenty times the melting-point value given in Table 2. Although, it
is likely that both the model Marangoni driving force and the viscous resistive force are
higher than the physical forces, the comparison of results below suggests that their relative
magnitudes are approximately correct. Other physical properties for titanium metal are
given in Table 2.

There are also several thermal parameters which must be specified for the MELT model.
The sweep frequency was taken to be high enough that the transient effects ~ciated
with the moving beam are negligible. This assumption is supported by the experimental
results discussed below. The heat transfer coefficient selected for liquid-crucible contact
(6000 ~/m2-K]) falls within the range of values messured for contact between liquid metal
and metal molds [14]. It decreases linearly to zero as the temperature decreases 300 PC]
from the melting point. The heat transfer coefficient for the pusher (100 ~/m2-K]) also
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Table2: Physical properti*of Tlmetd.

Property Value Units

Melting point 1667 “C
Molecular weight 0.0479 kg/gmol

Liquid properties
Viicosity
Density
Coeff. therm expansion
Thermal conductivity
Heat capacity
Surface tension
Surface tension (temp. deriv.)
Vapor pressure

PI
*:,

E
.-’

Heat of vaporization
Thermal emisshity

ao
al

Skip fraction

3.200 X10-3
4130

5.570 x 10-5
28.5

8.129 X102
1.65

-2.400 X10-4
pl exp(E/RT)

2.317 X1O1l
-4.355 x 105
9.092 X 106

ao + alT
0.1810

2.533 X 10-5
0.29

kg/m-s
kg/m3
K-l
W/m-K
J/kg-K
N/m
N/m-K
N/m2
N/m2
J/gmol
J/kg
unitless
unitless
K-l
unitless

Solid properties
Density 4260 kg/m3

ThermaJ conductivity 28.5 W/m-K
Heat capacity 8.129 X102 J/kg-K
Thermal emisdvity 0.4 unitless
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Figure 3: Pool shape, stream function”’and temperature countours for the large ring e-
beti profile at 33.3 &W1.

is in the range of expected values for poor solid-did contact. At the lower surface of the
shortened finite element domain, & effective heat transfer coefficient (83.4 (’W/m2-Kl) is
calculated using a cooling-fin model to account for the thermal effects of the remaining
length of the rod.

For the base case (low power, large ring, high sweep frequency), predicted stream
function, temperature contoure, and inierface locations are shown in F~ure 3. At the
beam impact site the recoil of the departing vapor forms a depression in the liquid-vapor
interface which wss observed with the low-angle camera during the experiment. There
are two counter-rotating cells in the pool driven by buoyancy and capillary (Marangoni)
forces. Liquid flows along the top pool surface from the hot beam impact area to the axis
of symmetry and the cold crucible wall. The Marangoni effect creates very thin boundary
layers in the flow field. The flow intensity is large bssed on a Reynolds number of 481
calculated using the maximum flow velocity (18.5 [cm/s]) and pool depth (4.02 [cm]) as
characteristic values. The close spacing of the temperature contours at the beam impact
location indicates that thermal convection is also strong (Pe = 876) and the thermal
boundary layer is thin. Energy from the beam is swept strongly towards the cold wall and
and the center of the ingot where it forms a remarkably deep pool.

In Figure 4, the predicted pool boundary of Figure 3 is shown with the boundary
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Figure 4: Comparison of the pool shape from the model to that obtained from a croes-
section of a solidified rod for the large ring &beam profile at 33.3 [kVYJNote that the
liquid-vapor interface shape will be different due to solidification and cooling shrinkage of
the rod.

measured from the ingot cross section. Useful comparisons can be made for the interface
separating solid and liquid titanium, but not the overflow region or top surface of the
pool. The overllow region is not part of the model domain, and the average level for the
model top surface wss set to match the,measured profile as described in section 3. The
trench in the pool disappears rapidly before solidification occurs and does not appear in
the cross section. The model captures two important features of the solid-liquid interface
which are the approximate depth of the pool and the inflection in the interface generated
by the counter rotating cells. The large inward displacement of the measured melting line
near the crucible lip suggests much better thermal contact than given by the model. A
more detailed model could include a relatively low heat transfer coefficient in the overflow
region and a high heat transfer coefficient between the liquid and the wall. However, the
results below sugg-t that thermal details near the crucible wall do not strongly influence
evaporation rates.

The evaporation rates of Table 1 show that the reduction in e-beam sweep rate from
4 to 1 [kHz] has a negligible efkct. Consequently, the evaporation rates for the low sweep
frequency were averaged with the base—cawresults. In addition, the base-ass evaporation
rates for the first and”Iast run periods are in good agreement, suggesting that accumulated
overflow material and the associated changes in the thermal contact had little effect. In
Figure 5 the model, feed, and lsser evaporation rates are plotted versus ~beam power for
the two ring sizes. The e-beam power dependence for the modeI evaporation rate is nearly
linear for both ring sizes. As the ebeam power increases the trench deepens whale the
circulation rate and latent heat lW increase. These factors reduce the rate of increase for
the surface temperature and evaporation rate. For the large ring, the comparison between
model and experimental values is very favorable with differences in evaporation rates less
than 30%. The model valuss are the largest followed by the laser and feed values. It is
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Figure S: Model, feed and laser evaporation rates for large and small ringe e-beam profiles
ss a function of power.

important to emphs&e that the MELT model and Isser absorption parameters were not
adjusted to achieve this agreement. For the small ring, the discrepancies are larger which
is attributed to the more ,severe conditions s&m5ated with the higher power density. The
trench is deeper and the coupling between the liquid and vapor is more complex than given
by the model.

5 Conclusions

A finite element model is developed for e-beam evaporation of pure T1 from a bottom
fed vapor source. Model equations are discretized using a modified Galerkin finite element
method where the mesh deforms along spines to track liquid-vapor and solid-liquid interface
locations. The solution of the algebraic equations is obtained with a fully coupled Newton-
Raphson method. Total evaporation rates are determined from feed consumption and laser
absorption, and the shape of the solid-liquid interface is obtained from metallographic cross
sections; A generally favorable comparison is achieved between model predictions and
measurements suggesting that many of the important effects are correctly incorporated in
the model.
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